
 
 
 
 
 

Orders, Commands and Affirmations 

for the Energy Cleaning and Integration Session 
 
 
 
 
 

I want to feel all the sensations in my physical body and in my energetic aura throughout the 

session! 
 

I command all parasitic and unbeneficial entities, to come out of my Spirit, my Soul, my Mind, my 

Subconscious, my Heart, my Consciousness, out of my astral bodies and physical body, out of my 

Chakras, out of my DNA, out of my energetic sphere and all my existences, and to align outside the 

sphere of protection now! 
 

Entity…., I command you to take out and reveal all the contracts and copies of them that you have 

with me now! 
 

Entity…., I command you to burn all the contracts and their copies that you have with me 

now, definitively and forever! 
 

Entity…., I command you to remove and burn all implants, strings, blockages, negative energies and 

any connection of any kind and type, from any life and dimension that you have with me now! And 

to return to me all my energies that you have in any form, from any point in time and space, 

timeline, parallel universe or existence, now, definitively and forever! 
 

Entity…., I command you to remove the seal and return my energies from the Reincarnation 

Council now! 
 

Entity…., I command you to open the sphere and release everything inside it now! 
 

Entity…., I command you to return to my Spirit all the energies of my Soul, of my Heart and of my 

Mind from any point in time and space now, definitively and eternally! 
 

Entity…., I command you to return to my Spirit all the energy of my Soul, of my Heart and of my 

Mind from any point in time and space in that entire parallel universe now, definitively and 

eternally! 
 

I ask my Source, the Primary, Eternal, Infinite and Absolute Source of All Creation, the Eternal 

Consciousness and the Spirit of the Earth to activate all my divine rights, talents, the abilities to easily 

overcome any fears, addictions and attachments, the abilities to effectively communicate my truth to 

others, and to understand the truth of others exactly, the abilities of telepathy, telekinesis, 

clairvoyance, teleportation, astral vision and travel, the ablilities of instantaneous materialization of 

the beneficial thoughts and words I say, of perfect communication of any message, of recognizing 

and overcoming any fears and phobias, the abilities to master the secret of matter and 

materialization, to drive away negative matter and negative and unbeneficial entities, to heal myself 

and other entities, and all the abilities and powers I need Now and Forever! 
 

I am perfectly healthy, my body is perfectly healthy, all my cells are perfectly healthy, my brain is 

perfectly healthy, my heart is perfectly healthy etc. 


